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Birlinn General. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Colour of Black and White, Liz
Lochhead, The Colour of Black and White is Liz Lochhead's first collection of poems for more than a
dozen years, and, for her, the most important since the award-winning Dreaming Frankenstein and
Collected Poems in 1984. The coming of a simple love lyric feels like a proof that some vital stream
hasn't dried up. These new poems are often poems of love or death and iconic figures, Jungian
archetypes, animus figures with strong outlines, harsh comfort and, often, voices of their own
dominate the first, the 'title' section of the book. Here you can find poems autobiographical and
entirely fictional set in her native rural/industrial Lanarkshire. Poems dedicated to other poets.
There is a section of the rude and the rhyming, the out-loud. Now she's in her middle years she's
decided to own up to this stuff properly, her interest in 'unrespectable' poetry, in black prison
'toasts', in recitations, folk-poems and music hall monologues. The colour of both the black and the
white. The collaboration with the printmaker Willie Rodger was also an essential part of the making
of this book. Lochhead, long an admirer...
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Extensive manual! Its this sort of very good study. It is rally fascinating throgh reading time period. I am just pleased to explain how this is actually the
finest publication we have go through during my personal life and can be he greatest ebook for actually.
-- Henr i Runolfsdottir-- Henr i Runolfsdottir

This ebook may be worth purchasing. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and useful. You will not truly feel monotony at whenever you want of
your respective time (that's what catalogs are for relating to when you ask me).
-- Idella  Ha lvor son-- Idella  Ha lvor son
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